The study of prizes awarded to books in the 1990s by leading social sciences scholarly associations helps us understand the disciplines, publishing, and libraries during that decade. This article examines data on prizewinners of the American Anthropological Association, the American Educational Research Association, the Association of American Geographers, the American Political Science Association, the American Psychological Association, and the American Sociological Association. For the prizewinners, it reports the distribution of winners among publishers and universities; the extent of cross-disciplinary publishing; the degree of coauthorship; trends in library acquisitions of print versions; and accessibility of electronic versions. The University of Chicago Press ranked first among publishers, and the faculty at Harvard won more prizes than did faculty at any other institution. Library of Congress and Dewey Decimal classifications assigned to the winners show substantial cross-disciplinary interest. Sixteen percent of the books were coauthored. Library print holdings appeared to decline over the decade by approximately 20 percent; and in April 2004, 19 percent of prizewinners were available electronically. n a previous article on prizewinning books in the humanities, the author showed that study of those books provides insight into issues important to academic librarians and others in higher education. 1 In the social sciences, the book does not dominate the scholarly literature as much as it does in the humanities. Nevertheless, books are a standard medium of communication for social scientists and, judging from prizes awarded, play a major role in anthropology, political science, and sociology. An investigation of prize-winning books in the social sciences offers data on the accomplishments of different publishers and universities, trends in library acquisitions, the extent of crossdisciplinary interest, the development of e-books, and pa�erns of coauthorship. These data, in turn, speak to the health of scholarly publishing, the state of the disciplines, characteristics of American academe, and the condition of academic libraries.
One cannot say whether prize-winning books are typical of all social sciences books. There is no regular compilation of data on the number, much less the characteristics, of academic books published in the various disciplines. Until some researcher undertakes the massive effort to sample and analyze books listed in a database such as WorldCat, analysis of more readily identifiable and understandable populations such as prizewinners will have to substitute for studies of the universe of academic books. 2 This article reports on prize-winning books, authors, and publishers in the social sciences from 1990 through 1999 and compares the results with the earlier study of humanities prizewinners. It covers awards given to books in six disciplines-anthropology, education, geography, political science, psychology, and sociology-by the largest American associations in each discipline. This is a reasonable approach for, as Neil J. Smelser has pointed out, career recognition and rewards in the disciplines are organized through national institutions and organizations. 3 One could argue that the social sciences encompass more disciplines (for example, criminal justice or library science), but the six disciplines mentioned here were chosen because they and economics are those given primary coverage in Sources of Information in the Social Sciences: A Guide to the Literature by William H. Webb et al. 4 Though now dated in many of its particulars, Sources of Information in the Social Sciences is a landmark work for academic librarians. Economics was not included in this article because the American Economic Association does not award any prizes for books. Instead, the author studied book prizewinners from the American Anthropological Association (AAA), the American Educational Research Association (AERA), the Association of American Geographers (AAG), the American Political Science Association (APSA), the American Psychological Association (APA), and the American Sociological Association (ASA).
Prizes studied include those awarded at the association level and those given by divisions or sections of the associations. They include both outright winners of prizes and books that received honorable mention or some similar, lesser recognition. The analysis that follows generally does not differentiate books by prize level or degree of recognition. Although this may make the analysis less nuanced than some would like, it is based on a clearly defined stratum of the population of academic books.
This article focuses on which publishers and authors (and the institutions with which the authors are affiliated) won the most prizes during the 1990s. A compilation of leading books in six of the most important disciplines in the social sciences provides an opportunity to address four additional issues of interest to librarians. First, the numbers of WorldCat holdings offers an index of the level of library acquisitions over time. Second, an analysis of netLibrary's listings of books on WorldCat provides a measure of the availability of electronic versions of leading social sciences scholarship in the early twentyfirst century. The analysis of netLibrary's WorldCat listings also indicates which publishers had books available electronically and what disciplines were best represented with e-books. Third, there is evidence that the extent of coauthorship is generally increasing in the scholarly world. 5 The data set gathered for the present study provides one recent measure of coauthorship in the social sciences. Finally, by looking at the classification numbers assigned to prizewinners, one can assess cross-disciplinary interest in different fields.
The Prizes
At one time or another during the 1990s, the sections and interest groups of the AAA awarded eight differently named prizes to books seventy-two times and to authors eighty-three times (counts of books and authors include those that won more than one prize for the same book); the AERA and its divisions awarded three prizes to books sixteen times and to authors twenty-two times; the AAG and its specialty groups awarded three prizes to books fourteen times and to authors sixteen times; the APSA and its sections awarded twenty-four prizes to books 154 times and to authors 189 times; the APA and its divisions awarded four prizes to books fi�een times and to authors seventeen times; and, finally, the ASA and its sections awarded twenty-four prizes to books 141 times and to authors 167 times. 6 In all, 412 prizes were awarded, including fi�y-eight that went to books awarded more than one prize. (Twentysix books won two prizes; two books won three.) The median number of times each prize was awarded to books is five; the mean is 6.2. Nine prizes were awarded only once, all of which were established in 1997 or later, including six in 1999. The Society for Humanistic Anthropology, a section of the AAA, awarded its Turner prize to thirty-five books, including honorable mentions. Probably the most important observation to be made about the distribution of awards among the six disciplines is that nearly 90 percent went to anthropology, political science, and sociology. This raises the possibility that books are more important for these fields than for education, geography, and psychology. The number of refereed journals in the different disciplines also A total of 444 different authors wrote the 382 books that won one or more prizes, a mean of 1.2 authors per book. Sixty books (or 16% of the 382 books that won one or more prizes) had coauthors, a total of 134 persons or 2.2 authors per coauthored book. Because two coauthored books won prizes from two associations, an exact comparison cannot be made between coauthorship in individual disciplines and coauthorship among all prizewinners. Nevertheless, except for education (25%) and geography (7%), the proportions of coauthored prizewinners in the fields studied were close to the overall 16 percent (15% for anthropology; 17% for political science; 13% for psychology; and 12% for sociology). Coauthorship among the humanities prizewinners was 7 percent, less than half of that for the social sciences (Humanities, 358).
Most social science awardees won only one prize. However, forty-one authors won two prizes, three won three prizes, and one won four. These forty-five authors represent 10 percent of the 444 different persons who won prizes. This contrasts with seven authors (2%) out of 365 who won more than one humanities prize (Humanities, 359). Besides the fact that a larger percentage of social sciences books won multiple prizes than did humanities books, five social sciences books won prizes from more than one disciplinary association and no humanities book did. Two books won prizes from APSA and ASA, two from AAA and ASA, and one from AERA and APSA. Twelve authors won prizes for two different books in the social sciences, whereas only two humanities authors won prizes for two different books (Humanities, 359). Both of the authors of two different prize-winning humanities books worked with a coauthor on one of their two books. And the four books all received the Mildenberger Prize for a work in the field of teaching foreign languages and literatures, a subject close to the social sciences. Of the twelve social sciences authors who won prizes for two different books, three coauthored both their books, three wrote one alone and coauthored the other, and five wrote both of their books alone. These data suggest the possibility that coauthorship and work in the social sciences lead to greater output. Studies across careers of social scientists and humanities scholars would allow assessment of the effect of coauthorship on productivity and whether differences in output relate to area of study.
Institutional Affiliations of Prizewinners
The fact that 444 different authors won prizes points to the challenge librarians face in learning about individual scholars. Institutional affiliations show some predominant universities, although there is considerable sca�er. In all, the investigator found 188 institutions with at least one prize. Eight prizes went to scholars identified as independent, and one prize was awarded posthumously (four of the eight prizes went to two independent authors). 
Total 460
In counting winners by institution, the investigator applied the following rules. If two or more coauthors from the same institution won a prize, one prize was counted for that institution. Twenty-five such cases occurred. Otherwise, the investigator counted the institution of each coauthor. Nine prizewinners either identified as independent or the investigator could not find their institutional affiliation.
Source: See endnote 6.
Given that the AERA, the AAG, and the APA awarded fewer than twenty prizes each, it would have been stunning if any institution had won at least one prize from all six associations. No institution did win one from all six, but the University of California-Berkeley won in all fields except psychology; and six universities-Michigan, Stanford, Wisconsin, Columbia, Minnesota, and Texas-won prizes from four different associations. Harvard and Yale won eleven APSA prizes, the most for a single institution from a single association. The University of California-San Diego and Stanford had eight, the third most from one association, again in political science. The highest number of prizes given to one institution by ASA was seven to Michigan; the high number given to one institution by AAA was four to the University of California-Berkeley.
Although no one would measure the strength of an institution's social sciences programs by number of prizes won, it is interesting to compare the present study's findings with an institutional ranking derived from the National Research Council's Research-Doctorate Programs in the United States. Given that about 90 percent of the prizes come from AAA, APSA, and ASA, it is reasonable to derive an institutional ranking appropriate to the data on prizes by combining the NRC rankings of the anthropology, political science, and sociology programs. Table 2 gives those rankings for all institutions that had their anthropology, political science, and sociology programs in the top thirty for each discipline. There is almost complete coincidence among the A foundation press, Russell Sage, also ties for sixteenth. In the humanities, only five books won more than one prize, two of which were published by trade publishers (Humanities, 359, 363). In the social sciences, twenty-eight books won more than one prize, only three of which were published by trade presses (Routledge with two books and Crown with one). Except for one published by the Brookings Institution, all the rest were published by university presses. Harvard University Press led the way with five, followed by Chicago with four and California, Princeton, and Yale with three.
Other research reported in the library literature offers indicators of the quality of university press publications and those of trade publishers. Edward A. Goedeken found that between 1983 and 1992, the percentage of academic presses whose books received an Outstanding Academic Book award from Choice rose from 33 to 48 percent of all those so honored. 8 In this study of social science prizewinners, university presses are 50 percent (36 of 72) of all publishers whose books won prizes. This is quite close to university presses constituting 48 percent of all presses that published Choice prizewinners. In terms of percentage of books, there is a similarity between the dominance of university presses in the social sciences and in the humanities. In the humanities, 84 percent of books that won prizes were from university presses, whereas 81 percent (336 of 414) of the prizes to books in the social sciences were awarded to university presses (Humanities, 364 
TOTAL 414
Two books were copublished by two publishers.
Source: WorldCat, spring 2003.
of sixty-four publishers, including six university presses. 9 Among them, the presses include some that try to cover, to some extent, all academic areas; some that specialize in the humanities; and some that specialize in the sciences or social sciences. Twenty presses studied by Metz and 
Disciplinary and Cross-disciplinary Trends
Cross-disciplinary interest and borrowing among the social sciences is a well-documented phenomenon.
10 Given the interdisciplinarity of the social sciences, one would expect to find the six disciplinary associations studied here awarding substantial numbers of prizes outside their home disciplines. Assign- See table 4 .) Political science is the only other discipline where at least half (in this case, 50 percent) of the books receiving prizes are in the classification for the discipline (LCC HX-KKZ). Although not a majority, books that class in LCC BF for psychology are the largest group (40%) receiving prizes from the APA and books that class in LCC HM-HV for sociology are the largest group (32%) receiving prizes from the ASA. In geography and anthropology, books that class in history (LCC C-F) are the largest single group with 43 and 40 percent, respectively. Social scientists have wri�en about the influence of economics on other disciplines in the social sciences, particularly its impact through rational choice theory. 11 Although books that address or utilize rational choice theory can fall in a variety of places in LCC (for example, BJ, HB, HC, HM, HV, and JC), LCC HB-HJ is the principal place for books on economic topics. Sociology appears to have the greatest interest in economics, with nearly one-fi�h of its prizes going to books that classify in LCC HB-HJ. Political science may have noteworthy conflicts about rational choice theory, but it does not extend substantially to topical interest in economics because only about 10 percent of political science prizewinners classify in economics (LCC HB-HJ). 12 Some might argue that LCC has scattered books in the social sciences outside social science call number areas, especially into C-F for history. Indeed, if one looks at the distribution of Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC) numbers assigned to social sciences prizewinners by WorldCat, one gets a very different picture of the influence of history (900-909 and 920-999 in DDC) (table 4). Only geography has more than 20 percent of its prizewinners classed in DDC history. On the other hand, by combining anthropology and sociology in 300-309, DDC prevents distinguishing between these disciplines.
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The wide disciplinary distribution of the social sciences prizewinners contrasts with the greater disciplinary focus of the humanities prizewinners. Whether we analyze humanities prizewinners by LC or DDC, all prizewinners, except in history, tend to fall into the classification of their discipline. (See table 5 .) Ninety percent or more of art and music prizewinners are classed in their fields, compared to approximately 70 percent of literature prizewinners. History prizewinners are nearly equally represented in history and social sciences classification areas. Perhaps the fact that the objects of artistic, musical, and literary scholarship are normally artifacts that have distinctive characteristics (an observer can differentiate a painting from a score or a novel at a glance) makes it easier to classify a book about, in effect, one of those types of artifacts. In contrast, the objects of study in anthropology, geography (at least human geography), political science, psychology, sociology, and history are people whose behaviors, both individual and collective, have many aspects-anthropological, economic, geographical, political, social, and historical, none of which can be clearly differentiated from the other. (Education may differ because most of what modern societies identify as education is conducted in distinctive institutional se�ings.) Regardless of the reasons why humanities prizewinners class in a narrower range of fields than social sciences prizewinners, the greater intermingling among the social sciences makes it much easier for libraries to divide up collection development responsibilities among different librarians for the humanities than for the social sciences.
WorldCat Holdings of Prizewinners
The author's study of humanities prizewinners showed that those from trade publishers disproportionately dominated the group of awardees that were most held by libraries. Although trade books were less than 20 percent of humanities prizewinners, nine of the twenty winners that had the most holding libraries on OCLC's WolrdCat were from trade publishers (Humanities, 366-7) . The disproportion is the same in the social sciences, where trade publishers also had less than 20 percent of all winners and produced nine of the twenty most held. (See table 6 .) In addition, one of the most widely held social sciences awardees was from a foundation, Russell Sage.
Overall, the twenty most-held social sciences prizewinners were more widely held than the twenty most-held humanities prizewinners. In April 2004, the mean number of holdings for the social sciences top twenty was 1,626 and the median was 1,367. For the twenty most-held humanities prizewinners, the mean holding was 1,398 and the median was 1,215. To place the figures on most-held social sciences prizewinners in another context, one can compare them to the top ten mid-decade (1995) hardcover nonfiction best-sellers from Publisher's Weekly that averaged 2,539 (median 2,196) WorldCat holdings in May 2004. 13 Although some social sciences prizewinners have impressive library acquisitions, the typical prizewinner is far from a best-seller: the mean WorldCat holdings for all awardees is 564 and the median is 454. This contrasts favorably with comparable numbers for humanities prizewinners: a mean of 482 and a median of 378. These numbers include all WorldCat records for print editions, including those for translations, paperback editions, and the like. Because most academic libraries enter their holdings on WorldCat, the data found here reinforce the point that academic publishers can no longer count on substantial sales to academic libraries of any book they produce. Of some interest are the relative holdings in WorldCat of the prizewinners of the different associations. AERA and APA winners have the largest mean and median holdings, 1,001/811 and 985/769, respectively (table 7) , but comparison to other disciplines must take into account the fact that AERA and APA association-wide awards dominate (20 of 31, or 65 percent). Nevertheless, the very high mean holdings for education and psychology suggest that these disciplines touch on topics of interest not only to scholars, but also to the general public. More narrowly cast divisional prizes predominate for AAA, APSA, and ASA, such that only 57 of 342 prize-winning books (17%) are at the association level. In fact, AAA has no association-wide book prizes. For APSA and ASA, the mean/median WorldCat holdings of association-wide winners are 683/652 and 786/651, respectively (table 7) .
Electronic Versions of Prizewinners
WorldCat offers data on the availability of books through netLibrary. When launched in 1999, netLibrary described itself as the "leading provider of eBooks." It aimed to provide "a comprehensive collection of reference, scholarly, and professional electronic books."
14 A�er financial difficulty, netLibrary was acquired by OCLC in 2002. Although e-books are available online from sources other than netLibrary, at the time of this writing (April 2004), none of those sources began to match netLibrary's coverage of the prizewinners that are the subject of this article. Ebrary, an aggregator comparable to netLibrary, offered online nine prizewinners from four different publishers.
15 Publishers themselves-California (19), Princeton (8) , and Oxford (1)-provided twentyeight. In April 2004, Ebrary and publishers provided access to only one prizewinner not supplied by netLibrary. Online The mean and median holdings for a netLibrary social sciences awardee are 245 and 214, respectively. For eighteen books, WorldCat listed more holdings in netLibrary than in paper copies. Just as the University of California Press made the most humanities prizewinners accessible through netLibrary, so, too, it had the most social sciences prizewinners available from netLibrary-twenty-five of thirty-three different books (Humanities, 370). (See table  8 .) The next greatest was eight of the Yale University Press's twenty-two different prizewinners and seven of Princeton University Press's thirty-five different prizewinning books. netLibrary also mounted five of the SUNY Press's six winning books. Otherwise, most presses were represented, if at all by spring 2004, by no more than three books. Notably missing from the netLibrary collection were some publishers that had five or more prizewinners, led by the University of Chicago Press (forty prizes) (tables 3 and 8). Also notable among the missing were trade publishers. Among the more than sixty unique books from trade publishers that won prizes, only five had WorldCat holdings for netLibrary.
In terms of subject area of all netLibrary books as reflected in LCC and DDC assigned to them, coverage ranged from one percent that class in LCC for psychology and geography to 27 percent in history and in DDC zero percent for geography to 34 percent for anthropology and sociology. (See table 9.) These percentages among the netLibrary books are quite close to the subject distribution by LCC and DDC among all prizewinners. In terms of awarding association, no APA winner was accessible through netLibrary, compared to 38 percent of ASA awardees. AAA, and especially APSA, stand out, when comparing the percentage of each association's winners among all winners and the percentage of each association's winners among netLibrary-supplied books. AAA's share of netLibrary-supplied prizewinners is greater than its portion of all prizewinners; APSA's share of netLibrary titles is notably smaller. In both cases, the University of California Press may make the difference. It received more prizes (nine) from the AAA than any other publisher, eight of which are accessible through netLibrary. In contrast, California published only two APSA awardees, both available from netLibrary.
Conclusion
As was true of the author's study of humanities prizewinners, the study of prize-winning books from six major scholarly associations in the social sciences reinforces some things that are well known, points to recently identified developments, and offers insight into new phenomena. There are many similarities and a few differences between prize-winning books in the humanities and those in the social sciences. Second, library holdings of prizewinners declined during the 1990s in both the humanities and the social sciences. The humanities saw a slightly greater decline than the social sciences did. The mean holdings of humanities prize-winning books published between 1996 and 1998 was 16 percent lower than the mean holdings for those published between 1987 and 1992; the comparable percentage for social sciences prizewinners is 13 percent. The median holdings of humanities prize-winning books declined about 23 percent, compared to 19 percent for the social sciences prizewinners. In terms of the health of the academy (its scholars, libraries, and publishers), this decline is the single most important finding of this study.
Third, most prize-winning scholarship in both the humanities and the social sciences comes from major university presses and the largest, traditionally dominant research universities. The social sciences have slightly more concentration in institutions than the humanities: 52 percent of humanities prizewinners come from the top 20 percent of institutions, whereas 58 percent of the social sciences prizewinners come from the top 20 percent of institutions. There is greater concentration among publishers than institutions, and the social sciences have slightly less concentration in publishers than the humanities. Sixty-seven percent of the social sciences prizewinners came from the top 20 percent of publishers, whereas 72 percent of humanities prizewinners came from the top 21 percent of publishers. In the humanities, 84 percent of prizewinners were published by university presses, whereas 81 percent of social sciences prizewinners were published by university presses.
Through all the rankings, the University of California, especially its Berkeley campus, and the university's press stand out. When humanities and social sciences prizes to publishers are combined, the University of California Press ranks first with sixty-three. Only Princeton University Press, with sixty-one, and the University of Chicago Press, with sixty, are close. When considering prizes in relation to institutions, the University of California has an even greater presence in the social sciences than in the humanities. Its Berkeley, Los Angeles, and Santa Barbara campuses that were among the top ten prize-winning institutions in the humanities are among the top twenty-two prize-winning institutions in the social sciences, along with the campuses at San Diego, Davis, and Santa Cruz. Overall, public institutions have a greater presence among the top twenty or so prizewinners in the social sciences (59%) than in the humanities (47%).
Geographically, with six University of California campuses and Stanford and with five Ivy League institutions, Duke, and Rutgers, coastal states have a substan-tial presence among the top twenty-two social sciences prize-winning institutions. But the East and West Coasts were even more dominant in the humanities, taking fourteen of the nineteen top positions. Wisconsin, Chicago, and Texas carry over from the top humanities prizewinners to the top social sciences prizewinners; and Michigan, Northwestern, Colorado, Indiana, and Minnesota, from the center of the country, join them. Looked at another way, all institutions from the West Coast among the top humanities prizewinners were also top social sciences prizewinners. Five top humanities prizewinners from the East Coast did not rank among the top social sciences prizewinners, and only two East Coast institutions replaced them. In moving from the humanities to the social sciences, there is a geographical shi� toward the West.
As was true among humanities prizewinners, although university press books overwhelm trade books in the total population of social sciences prizewinners, trade publishers are disproportionately represented among social sciences awardees with the greatest number of WorldCat holdings. Although trade books are less than 20 percent of all prize-winning books, they constitute 45 percent of the twenty books with greatest WorldCat holdings. Interestingly, trade books are underrepresented among those that have been made accessible by netLibrary. Only five of seventy-one netLibrary books (7%) are from trade publishers.
The seventy-one books that netLibrary supplied in 2003 are 19 percent of all social sciences prizewinners. In 2004, netLibrary supplied 20 percent of humanities prizewinners, roughly two-thirds of which were in LCC areas for history and social sciences. The high proportion of history-and social sciences-related books among humanities prizewinners suggests that a group of social sciences prizewinners should have had a higher percentage of its number in netLibrary than a group of humanities prizewinners. Compared to social sciences journals, the social sciences prizewinners also seem behind. In late 2003, data from Ulrich's Periodicals Directory reported that 56 percent of refereed journals in anthropology, education, geography, political science, psychology, and sociology were available in electronic format, about three times the percentage of prize-winning books available from netLibrary.
Although the percentage of prizewinners covered by netLibrary is arguably small, it may tell us li�le about the future electronic availability of scholarly books. Both aggregators other than netLibrary and publishers themselves now offer electronic versions of books. Ebrary, for example, in April 2004, reported partnerships with eleven of the twenty-one publishers that won the most social sciences prizes in the 1990s. 16 An examination of the Web sites of the publishers of prize-winning books in April 2004 reveals that at least eleven offer e-books themselves. In short, electronic access to books is increasing and the paths to access are varied. Electronic access should bring prize-winning books greater a�en-tion, but whether scholars themselves will read e-books is an open question. Research by Janet P. Palmer and Mark Sandler suggests that social scientists are far less enthusiastic about e-books than e-journals. 17 Whatever happens to e-books, social scientists-especially anthropologists, political scientists, and sociologists-need to monitor trends in book publishing closely, because the health of their disciplines, their libraries and their publishers, and the careers of scholars, especially junior scholars, hang in the balance.
